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Rich Dreams provides a secure environment for individuals to showcase their success journey, build
connections, and pursue their dreams. Our cloud-based platform, accessible via mobile apps and
website, supports multimedia formats for sharing achievements, including videos, photos, posts,
blogs, and music.

Security is our top priority at Rich Dreams. We continuously implement robust security features
across our products and services to ensure the safety of our users and protect them from potential
harm while using our platform.

This white paper aims to outline the security features and functions available on Rich Dreams. It
assumes that readers are familiar with the platform's functionalities related to media sharing,
messaging, and networking. Unless otherwise stated, the security measures discussed in this paper
apply across all Rich Dreams platforms, including K-12 Education, Higher Education, Businesses and
Government.
   

Our cloud-based platform is built with security in mind and leverages Amazon Web Services (AWS)
for hosting, database management, and storage. AWS's data centers and services adhere to
stringent physical and operational security standards, with regular audits conducted to maintain
infrastructure security. This partnership ensures that Rich Dreams can effectively safeguard the
security of its users and their data.

Infrastructure



Rich Dreams prioritizes the security and privacy of its users by implementing HTTPS connections to
the Rich Dreams server during sessions. This authentication process ensures the integrity of data
exchange and safeguards user privacy. Additionally, SSL technology is utilized to maintain a secure
internet connection and protect sensitive information.

To further enhance security, Rich Dreams offers various application security capabilities for all
signed-in users:

Filtering: Rich Dreams employs filtering mechanisms to prevent objectionable content from being
posted on the platform, ensuring a safe environment for users.

Reporting: Users have the ability to report offensive content, and Rich Dreams promptly addresses
and responds to their concerns.

Blocking: Users can block abusive individuals and notify the platform administrators of specific user
behavior, maintaining a positive and respectful community atmosphere.

To help users maintain account security, Rich Dreams recommends the following tips:

Guard your password: Create a unique and strong password for your Rich Dreams account and
avoid sharing it with others.

Verify Website URL: Before logging in, ensure that the website URL is www.richdreams.co to avoid
phishing attempts by scammers who may create fake websites.

Log Out of Shared Devices: Always log out of your Rich Dreams account when using shared devices
to prevent unauthorized access.

Exercise Caution with New Connections: Be cautious when connecting with new individuals on the
platform and promptly block and report any suspicious or unsafe behavior.

 Remove Malicious Software: Regularly scan for and remove any suspicious applications or browser
add-ons from your devices to prevent malware attacks.

Avoid Suspicious Links: Refrain from clicking on suspicious links, even if they appear to be from
trusted connections. Report any suspicious links to Rich Dreams to help maintain a secure
environment for all users.

Application Security Capabilities

Firewall Compatibility 

Security Tips
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Rich Dreams offers multiple authentication methods for user convenience and security. Users can
choose to log in using a password or Single Sign-On (SSO) with OAuth. For added security, Two-
Factor Authentication (2FA) is available, providing an extra layer of protection for those using a
username and password.

SSO simplifies access by allowing users to use one set of login credentials across multiple
applications. Rich Dreams is compatible with various third-party enterprise identity management
solutions.

Additionally, Rich Dreams offers seamless OAuth provisioning with Facebook and Google, enabling
instant access for users.

Your organization can further enhance security by associating its domain with Rich Dreams. Once
approved, all existing and new users with your email domain will have access to the platform,
ensuring a safe and secure environment for collaboration.

Authentication

Enhanced security features empower account moderators on the Rich Dreams platform with
comprehensive control and oversight:

Users page: Account moderators can efficiently manage all registered users, with the ability to
delete, approve, or enable/disable accounts as needed.

Member Profile Page: Exclusive access allows moderators to individually manage user accounts,
including deletion, approval, or enabling/disabling, ensuring precise control over user activity.

Members Information Display:  The Users Page provides detailed user information, such as
username, displayed name, email, sign-up IP, login IP, signup date, and message count, aiding
moderators in comprehensive user management.

Member Search: Advanced search functionality enables moderators to filter users based on various
criteria, including signup date, creation IP, last login IP, enhancing user management efficiency.

Moderator Notes & Messages:  Moderators can communicate directly with users through
messaging and maintain notes for individual users, facilitating effective communication and record-
keeping.

Login as Member: Account moderators can access user accounts to review messages or investigate
issues directly, with the option to enable or disable this feature for added control and security.

Moderator Controls
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Users Page: Efficiently manage new user registrations with the Users Page, allowing moderators to
perform various actions such as approval, disapproval, and enabling/disabling accounts.

Reports Page:  Stay informed about reported accounts with the Reports Page, where moderators
can review reported accounts and take appropriate actions, including dismissal if necessary.

Logs Page: Track all moderator and super admin activities related to approving, disapproving, or
deleting members on the website, ensuring precise activity monitoring.

Messages Activity Page: Monitor messaging activity by individual members on the website with the
Messages Activity Page, providing moderators with insights into member interactions.

Enable Emails on new Signup: Opt to receive email notifications whenever new members sign up on
the website, offering moderators real-time updates on user registrations.

Labels for Approve / Disapprove: Clearly distinguish approved and disapproved members with visible
labels on the user's page, enhancing clarity and organization in user management tasks.

Rich Dreams prioritize user privacy above all else. Here's why you can trust us with your data:

No Data Selling: Regardless of whether you're using Rich Dreams for Personal, Education,
Corporation, Government, or Healthcare purposes, we never sell your data.

Customizable Privacy Settings: Tailor your privacy preferences to suit your needs with our
configurable privacy settings, giving you control over your account's privacy.

Ad-Free Data Use: Rest assured, we do not utilize any data collected from your use of our
services, including our suite offerings, for advertising purposes. However, data obtained during
visits to our marketing websites, such as richdreams.co, may be utilized. You retain control over
your cookie settings when browsing our marketing websites.

For more detailed information regarding our privacy practices, please refer to our comprehensive
Privacy Statement and K-12/Primary and Secondary Schools Privacy Statement at
https://richdreams.co/privacy-policy and https://richdreams.co/k-12-privacy-policy

Privacy
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Rich Dreams serves higher education, k-12 education, businesses, and government services as a platform for
showcasing success journeys. Our priority is ensuring a safe and secure environment tailored to the specific
needs of each clientele type.

Rich Dreams is for those who dare to
dream, and all those who have the

knowledge, generosity, and heart to
support others in reaching their

dreams.
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